Abstract— RaajHans is a smart data mining tool which is able to mine structured integer data. It has Classification, Association and Clustering as its data mining operations. For clustering operation, it uses Fuzzy C-means algorithm which guarantees a more accurate solution than traditional algorithms. For classification purpose, it uses Naïve-Bayes classifier algorithm and Association uses Apriori algorithm. RaajHans can be open source software application. Users can customize its algorithms as per their needs. Initially it is designed for structured integer data, but user can customize it to operate on unstructured integer data. RaajHans is not limited for certain database. It can work on any kind of purely integer database.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The idea of RaajHans emerged from the need of Data mining on the data whose nature in today’s era changes wisely. RaajHans basically provides three data mining operations as Clustering, Classification and Association. It accepts purely integer database with some attributes. Pre-processor of RaajHans is a comprehensive tool for pre-processing the data set. RaajHans takes ARFF files or integer Database as input. If ARFF file is provided as input to RaajHans, it directly recognizes attributes and instances out of the database. ARFF files are Attribute Relation File Format. As ARFF file contains attributes and its relations with comma separated format, it is quite convenient to perform data mining operation on such ARFF files. Hence RaajHans converts integer database into ARFF. Weka treats values separated by comma from first line of the ARFF as attributes. Example is shown in figure 1. Whereas for performing Data mining operations

RaajHans detects ‘@attribute’ string and space. Whatever comes after that can be treated as attribute. After selecting attributes, pre-processor provides it to further data mining operations. Attribute selection is provided in form of GUI that makes it bit easier for user to select attribute and view instances of the data set. If text database is given as input it is been converted to its equivalent ARFF file. Database must be supposed to be a table which should have some column attributes. The table given as input must have compatible values in it. Table records must not remain empty. Whenever table is supplied as an input it determines number of column attributes and values of the column attributes. After fetching attributes it can easily recognizes data related to respective attributes. Data is then arranged in manner under header ‘@data’. Attributes fetched are arranged under ‘@attribute’ header of ARFF file. Data under ‘@data’ header is arranged one after next separated using comma. Same attributes also placed under header ‘@attribute’ one by one. If attributes possesses any relation among them, then the relations are also mentioned under ‘@relation’ header of ARFF. This pre-processed data then can be fed to perform Data mining operations.
When you will select database as an input, then RaajHans will ask you to save database as ARFF file. Once database is saved as ARFF, we are ready to perform data mining operations on it.

II. CLASSIFICATION

Classification is one of the most applied data mining technique which employs a set of pre-classified examples to develop a model that can classify the population of records at large. Its applications mainly imply Fraud Detection, Risk Analysis and weather forecasting. Classification process involves learning and classification. For Classification, RaajHans is having a Naïve-Bayes Classification algorithm which is again based on supervised learning process. The operation of classification starts on ARFF file. The RaajHans recognizes the last attribute from the file and identifies total number of distinct items in that particular attribute. On basis of distinct values found, the classes are to be formed. As much distinct values are there, that many classes would be formed. This is the advantage of RaajHans that it identifies the attribute which can be divided into classes. The only restriction is, user must specify classes into the last attribute of the file. It only selects the last attribute and identifies possible classes out of it. This restriction comes because data in today’s era is not having a unique structure or format. Anyone can place data according to their need. Hence RaajHans is also having its own format of data in which last attribute is considered as a collection of class. After determining classes it takes an element from test set and then finds the probability of belongingness of that particular item with the first class and as many classes it will check belongingness with each class and then will create heap of the probabilities. The cluster with higher priority is selected and then the element is assigned to that particular cluster. RaajHans uses Naïve-Bayes Classification. Naïve-Bayes is a probabilistic model & the probability model for a conditional model. i.e P( C | F1- - - - Fn)

Over a dependant class variable C with a small number of outcomes or classes, conditional on several feature variables F1 through Fn. The problem is that if the number of features of n is large or if a feature can take on a large number of values, then putting such a model on a probability tables is infeasible. Hence we can use Bayesinan Model which uses independent classes.

\[ i.e. P(C|F1- - - - Fn) = \frac{P(C)P(F1- - - - Fn|C)}{P(F1- - - - Fn)} \]

Let us see how the data is being traversed thought the algorithm.

For Classification operation, RaajHans uses Naïve-Bayes Classifier. Naïve-Bayes Classifier can be trained very efficiently in a supervised learning process. Naïve-Bayes is a probabilistic model & the probability model for the classifier is a conditional model.
i.e. \( P(C|F_1------F_n) \)

As per discussion given above in section 2 we can use Naïve-Bayes instead to solve the problem.

i.e. \( P(C|F_1------F_n) = (P(C|F_1------F_n \cap C)\cdot P(F_1------F_n)) \)

In terms of Bayesian probability we can put above equation

\[ \text{Posterior} = \frac{\text{Prior} \cdot \text{Likelihood}}{\text{Evidence}} \]

Let’s discuss the mathematical model for the same for the data being classified in RaajHans.

Let \( S \) be a system which represents a classifier.

\( S=\{X, Y, Fme, DD/NDD, \Phi, \text{Completeness}\} \)

Where,

\( X=\text{set of input} \)
\( Y=\text{set of output} \)
\( Fme=\text{Function which describes a system} \)
\( DD/NDD=\text{will be the conclusion that whether problem is deterministic or non-deterministic in polynomial time.} \)
\( \Phi=\text{Set of constants.} \)
\( \text{Completeness}=\text{will state the completeness of the problem.} \)

Let us define above shown terms.

\( X=\{x_1, x_2, x_3----x_n\} \)

Where \( x_i \) is the attribute selected from the data set \( X \).

For classification we are supposed to filter data to divide into some particular classes. Hence we are supposed to determine the classes first. Hence we should choose attribute that is further divided into classes depending upon number of distinct values from that particular attribute.

\( [C]=\{x_i \mid x_i \text{contains classes c1, c2, c3----ci}\} \)

Once we get classes, we can start classification.

\( Y=\{c1, c2, c3----ci\} \)

Where \( ci \) is a class at instance \( i \).

We have defined input & output. Let us discuss about external input to be provided. We have to provide a random observation. We call it as train data. Train data can be formed by choosing any number of attributes from the test data. We are interested in finding \( P(C_i \mid d) \) where \( d \) is observation.

Let us apply Naïve-Bayes theorem.

\[ P(C_i \mid d) = \frac{P(d \mid C_i) \cdot P(C_i)}{P(d)} \]

Where

\( P(d \mid C_i) = \text{Probability of generating instances ‘d’ given class Ci.} \)
\( P(C_i) = \text{Probability of occurrence of class Ci.} \)
\( P(d) = \text{Probability of occurrence of instance d.} \)

Once we calculated above values we can calculate probability of belongingness of \( d \) to class \( Ci \).

We should iteratively calculate the probability with each class. And then choose the probability which is higher amongst the array of probability. This can be done using bubble sort technique. Hence the series for bubble sort will become like

\( P(d \mid Ci) = (n(n+1))/2 \)

If likeliness of \( d \) with class \( Ci \) is greater than others then it must be associated with \( Ci \).

Hence we can say that Naïve-Bayes is a NP-Complete problem.

### III. CLUSTERING

Clustering can be viewed as a technique of classifying objects which belongs to similar class [9]. That means those object shows properties matching to some particular class can be grouped into one cluster. For example a bank wants to choose customers who has loan in some particular financial year. In this example criteria of clustering can be defined by the bank itself. This criterion is nothing but the property of the object ‘customer’. Clustering technique determines such objects and enlists them. The idea behind clustering is use of Fuzzy C-means algorithm rather than traditional one. Traditional algorithms provide results in terms of 0 and 1 [8]. They identify objects and check them for relevancy. Relevancy can be determined in terms of 0 and 1. If objects belongs to some cluster then its value is set as 1 else 0. Problem with traditional clustering algorithms is their result can change if the size of database changes [9]. For example k-means algorithm can alter its performance when dataset size gets changed [3]. It also can give redundant result when density of the data set gets changed. These problems can be overcome by using Fuzzy C-means algorithm who is successor of k-means algorithm. K-means algorithm is updated with some parameters and it is then converted to Fuzzy C-means. Fuzzy C-means is a method of allocating a data point to clusters not hard and fast but fuzzy. In hard clustering data might be divided into distinct clusters and data element belongs to exactly one cluster., whereas fuzzy clustering states that data elements can belong to one or more clusters and each element is associated with a membership function. The FCM algorithm tries to partition a finite set of elements \( X=\{x_1, x_2, x_3...., x_n\} \) into set of Fuzzy clusters on basis of
some given criterion. The algorithm returns a list of $c$ cluster centres. One thing FCM does in advance is to minimize an objective function. We can select and objective function which found minimum and then can assign that particular item to the corresponding cluster in the cluster group. By using FCM we can determine maximum reliability of the item set that it can belong to the most suitable cluster.

RaajHans uses FCM for clustering hence we will consider data and its flow according to the flow of operation of FCM.

Let $S$ be the system (Fuzzy C-means algorithm) and can be defined as:

\[ S = \{ X, Y, F_{me}, DD/NDD, \text{Completeness}, \Phi \} \]

Where

- $X$ = set of input
- $Y$ = set of output
- $F_{me}$ = A function which states the system

In case of FCM, input is a dataset which contains text records. $X = \{x_1, x_2, x_3, \ldots, x_n\}$ be a record of dataset $X$ may bind with each with some relation and that relation can vary according to dataset. This set of records collectively form a dataset, hence we can say that $X = \{x_1 \cup x_2 \cup \ldots \cup x_n\}$

Now let $c$ is an integer $2 \leq c \leq n$, a conventional $c$-partition, hence we can define output $Y$ as:

\[ Y = \{Y_1, Y_2, \ldots, Y_c\} \]

Where $Y$ must satisfy following conditions for each cluster.

- $Y_i \neq \Phi$ \hspace{1cm} \text{ (a)}
- $Y_i \cap Y_j = \Phi$ \hspace{1cm} \text{ (b)} \hspace{1cm} \forall i \neq j
- $Y_i$ is a cluster in $Y$.

We are interested in finding out membership function for each sample chosen from the sample space (In our case, from a dataset $X$)

\[ J_m = \sum_{i=1}^{c} \sum_{j=1}^{n} u_{ij}^m \| x_i - c_j \|^2 \]

Where

- $J_m$ = A objective function which we are supposed to minimize.
- $c$ = number of clusters in $Y$ \hspace{1cm} $2 \leq c \leq n$
- $m$ = weighing component.
- $u_{ij}$ = degree of membership of $x_i$ in the cluster $j$.

Next state of the algorithm will be finding out a membership function for each item in the dataset.

Let $u_{ij}$ = \frac{1}{\sum_{k=1}^{c} \left( \| x_i - c_k \|^2 \right)^{(m-2)/2}}

Let’s call above equation as (B)

In above equation $c_j$ is next cluster centre and $x_i$ is the item at $i$th position which we are supposed to find.

Next cluster centre $c_j$ can be calculated as

\[ c_j = \sum_{i=1}^{n} u_{ij}^m \times x_i \]

This iteration of finding $c_j$ will stop when

\[ \max_{ij} [u_{ij}^m(h(k+1)-u_{ij}^m(k))] < \epsilon \]

Where $\epsilon$ is a termination criterion between 0 and 1 and $k$ is iteration steps.

Above function (B) will generate different $u_{ij}$ for each iteration (i.e. for each item $i$ selected from dataset $X$)

Hence,

\[ Y = \{U_{i=1}^{c} u_{ij}\} \]

Above equation gives set of output that is set of membership function.

In cluster module pre-processed files is been taken as input and FCM will be applied on that file. Output generated from FCM is been displayed on the Cluster Output window. Start and stop buttons can be used to start and stop data mining operation which is very useful when data contains missing values and can go into infinite state. In future we can use pool of algorithms to perform the clustering operation.

## IV. ASSOCIATION

Association is the next model in the hierarchy of the RaajHans. Association is one of the data mining operations. For association operation RaajHans uses Apriori algorithm. Apriori algorithm is a technique built for learning association rules. In RaajHans it is used for generating frequent item sets. Frequent item sets are calculated on basis of ‘minsupport’. User should provide a minimum support for items which are supposed to occur frequently. We will then select such items
which satisfies minimum support condition. Then Algorithm will move further and checks that items can be grouped or not. If items can be grouped then again we will check for the minimum support condition. We will traverse through algorithm until we finish all the possible combinations of the items in a transaction.

Apriori algorithm can be applied to the pre-processed data. Then it will ask user for minimum support. On basis of minimum support provided by the user, Association module will display appropriate output in the ‘Association Output’ text area. Association data mining is greatly applicable in the field of marketing where companies are supposed to figure out the product minimum support and confidence. Analysis of sell and purchase can be made easy and effective using Association technique. Companies can figure out the status of the product in the market and support it is getting from the customer in each transaction.

For example, Flipakart an online shopping store wants to search out products which are frequently searched and bought by the customer. Example of flipkart is somehow same as association, but it doesn’t use association in actual sense. Association generates the list of products which are searched by the user frequently and as well provides confidence of purchasing some particular product.

Association in RaajHans uses Apriori algorithm for the purpose of determining Association. Apriori algorithm states that “If an itemset is frequent then all of its subsets must also be frequent”. Let us start by applying database and minsup to Apriori.

Let S be the system (Apriori Association) and cane be defined as:

\[ S = \{X, Y, Fme, DD/NDD, Completeness, \Phi\} \]

Where

- \( X \) = set of input
- \( Y \) = set of output
- \( Fme \) = A function which states the system
- \( DD/NDD \) = will be the conclusion that whether problem is deterministic or non-deterministic in polynomial time.
- \( \Phi \) = Set of constants.
- Completeness = will state the completeness of the problem.
- Minsup = minimum support provided for given dataset.

\[ Y = \{L_1, L_2, L_3, \ldots, L_k\} \]

Where \( L_k \) = frequent item set.

Now we know that support for a given dataset can be calculated as

\[ \text{Support} = \frac{N_x}{N} \]

Where,

- \( N_x \) = No. of transactions of item x
- \( N \) = Total no. of transactions.

Now, Apriori algorithm can have two distinct operations for finding minsup of the item x and confidence of item x simultaneously. Hence there will be two models of the algorithm exist and can together be seen as an Association operation.

\[ M_1 = \frac{N_x}{N} \quad \quad \quad (A) \]

\[ M_2 = \frac{\text{supp}(x_i \cup x_j)}{\text{supp}(x_i)} \quad \quad \quad (B) \]

Where \( x_i \) & \( x_j \) possesses a relation \( x_i \ x_j \) (i.e. if \( x_i \) then \( x_j \))

Equation (A) gives minsup of item x and Equation (B) gives confidence of item x at level k.

Equation (A) can execute for all items in the dataset D & form a candidate set \( C_k \). Then all \( M_1 \) should be compared with minsup which is given. If minsup of an item from candidate set \( C_k \) found less, then that item should be dropped from the \( C_k \). We will keep finding \( C_k \) until no frequent item set found. This searching will take \( k(k+1)/2 \) iterations.

Hence

\[ Fme = \frac{N_x \supp(x_i \cup x_j)}{N \supp(x_i)} \]

As the function \( M_1 \) takes input from user, we can say that its nature remains constant, but output varies accordingly. Hence we can say that the Apriori is a non-deterministic problem. Both functions possess a complete solution, as we can determine the output to the system in polynomial time and it can be verified. Hence we can say that \( M_1 \) and \( M_2 \) possess NP-Complete solution.
V. HOW TO USE RAJAHANS

Rajahans has very user-friendly GUI which helps user to easily perform destined Data Mining operations. As Rajahans takes ARFF or database as input, user can directly feed ARFF file or a database to Rajahans. Rajahans only works on active ARFF file hence database is converted into ARFF. To do so user is only supposed to provide .frm file that is database table in SQL. This file is then automatically converted to ARFF and will be saved to destination folder of user’s choice.

![Fig. 5 Opening .frm file to convert into ARFF](image)

After opening a .frm file, it will ask user to save it to ARFF file. User is supposed to provide name for the ARFF file and click the save button. This will save ARFF file on the hard disk in the destination folder. After saving the ARFF, user should open it into Rajahans using button ‘Open ARFF’ shown in fig 2. Status of opened file can be seen under the ‘Current Status’ section. It will display name of the opened file, number of attributes present in the file and number of instances present. Now you are ready to apply any of the data mining operations on the file. To perform Clustering, user should navigate to the tab named ‘Clustering’. Under it there are Start and Stop buttons which will help to start clustering operation. If a dataset is huge and needs some more time to execute then stop button can help to stop the operation.

![Fig. 6 Clustering Output](image)

As shown in above figure, clustering gives pattern of clusters and its membership value with the cluster. For further use backup of output may be saved in FCM_OUT.dat file.

To use Association user need to just click Start button.

![Fig. 7 Association Output](image)
Above shown figure describes output of the Association. It displays possible candidate sets and finally shows possible frequent patterns that may be generated from the data set.

For the perspective of use of classification module, user should provide a train data set. On basis of train dataset, RaajHans will recognize possible classes out from dataset. After that user should provide data which he wants to test. We call such data as Test data. He should enter parameters of such Test data and RaajHans will immediately display to which class it may belong.

![Fig. 8 Classification Output](image)

**VI. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS**

System requirements for RaajHans are quite basic but its performance can vary according to available buffer memory. The clustering algorithm needs a buffer space to store the temporary results. The memory needed can change according to supplied data and provided number of clusters. As much as dynamic memory available, that much speed of execution can be achieved.

Dual core CPU with 1.33 GHz speed is quite adequate for RaajHans to execute smoothly. Large RAM can make its speed of execution relatively faster. If other heavy applications are running in background and if they are using RAM then the performance of RaajHans can slow down for some amount of time. Though it slows down its performance cannot be hampered. Its output will remain inconsistent. Hard disk needed is depends on the user. If the requirement of the user is large that is, if he wants to manage large database, he can use hard disk as large as he wants.

**VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION**

No doubt RaajHans is an effective too for mining the data. It has three data mining techniques and three algorithms for the same purpose. RaajHans pre-processor can pre-process database and ARFF files as well. Pre-processor is quite effective to generate ARFF from different database such as SQL, Oracle, xls. It has a user friendly GUI so that user can easily understand the nature of data and flow of data. RaajHans can be updated with efficient use of data mining algorithms which are based on self-learning techniques. It can also be updated for MongoDB and BIGDATA so that it can convert these databases into its equivalent ARFF file. The data in today’s era is not generalized. Every organization maintains their data structures. Hence we cannot predict exact tuples and attributes out of it. Hence its pre-processor can be made flexible to read all data structures and convert them to RaajHans readable format.
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